FEATURES & OPTIONS

Next-Generation Moment Limiter & Digital Load Indicator System
*Standard on MC090-3, 270-3, 285-3, CC1485-1*
Safety System aids operator with new larger digital display of all lift parameters and load capacity data, with Automatic Function Shutdown if limits of crane are reached. Fully integrated with Outrigger Interlock system preventing operation if outriggers not properly set. Programmable for working envelope limits.

Moment Limiter & Digital Load Indicator System
*Standard on MC285-2, 305-3, 405-3*
Safety System aids operator with digital display of all lift parameters and load capacity data, with Automatic Function Shutdown if limits of crane are reached. Fully integrated with Outrigger Interlock system preventing operation if outriggers not properly set. Programmable for working envelope limits.

3,300 lb. Capacity Searcher Hook
*Optional MC305-3, 405-3*
High capacity boom mounted hook extension for lifting off boom, and in tight under ceilings or low overhead restrictions. Adjustable to 3 offset angles.

1,870 lb. Capacity Searcher Hook
*Optional ALL MC Models*
Standard capacity boom mounted hook extension for lifting off boom, and in tight under ceilings or low overhead restrictions. Adjustable to 3 offset angles.
Maeda Mini-Cranes

3 Sheave Hook Block
*Standard ALL Models*
Three sheave block for 2 or 4 part block reeving. No need for a second hook block for 2 part line. Increase lifting efficiencies.

Overhaul Ball
*Optional ALL Models*
For single part line lifting.

Vacuum Glass Manipulator
*Optional ALL Models*
Boom Mounted Vacuum Lifter. Max 1,320 lb. capacity in 4 cup or 8 cup setup. Manipulate glass with Wireless Remote controlled Rotation, Swivel, and Tilt Angle features. Rechargeable battery. Set glass under overhangs and obstructions, straight up, and at angles.

New Generation Wireless Remote Control
*Standard MC090-3, 270-3, 285-3*
Wireless two-handed paddle lever remote control. With Load Data display screen. Operator can position himself near load for best visibility and control.

Hand Held Remote Control
*Standard MC285-2, 305-3, 405-3*
FEATURES & OPTIONS

**Auxiliary Long Rope Winch**
*Optional MC090-3, 270-3, 285-3, 285-2*
Long reach lifting below machine from rooftop or upper floors of buildings. 328’ hook drop below machine level. 1,980 lb. maximum capacity. Complete with overhaul ball.

**Man Basket – Single Man**
*Optional ALL MC Models*
Expands machine capability to elevate workers with a quick-attachment feature. Single man 300 lb. maximum capacity.

**Dual Power/Fuel Systems**
*Optional ALL MC Models*
Multiple power or fuel options to eliminate or reduce emissions and noise working indoors. Electric motor, LPG/Propane and exhaust scrubber options available.

**Fly Jib – Boom Stowed**
*Optional on MC405-3, CC1485-1*
Extends lift height to 67’ 11” (405-3) and 72’ (1485)

**Non-Marking Rubber Tracks**
*Optional ALL Models*
Non-marking rubber for use on finished floor surfaces, or other ground surfaces where extra care is required.